In this paper a linear cobweb model is developed to study the phenomenon of commodity price fluctuations and then a buffer stock incorporated into the model to stabilize the price of fresh tomatoes in Ghana. The model performed on the assumptions that fresh tomatoes have no equal substitutes, and that there is no foreign competition and also no exogenous shocks needed to generate price fluctuations.
Introduction
Tomato production in Ghana is mainly a smallholder activity, and its distribution throughout the year is markedly seasonal, agriculture here being largely rain fed.
Lack of a secured ready market for fresh tomatoes during periods of bumper harvest coupled with the absence of post harvest management of the crop has been a major concern to most farmers who often run into debt as a result.
Thus, unlike grains, the bulky and perishable nature of tomatoes, coupled with the lack of processing and storage facilities in Ghana, constitute critical impediments to the commodity's inter-market arbitrage by traders (Amikuzuno, 2009; Kokutse, 2010) .
The goal of this study is to investigate the phenomenon of commodity price fluctuations using the cobweb model incorporating buffer stock for stabilizing price of fresh tomatoes under limited time of supply and continuous consumption.
With the application of Box-Jenkins method to Ghana data, the supply and demand functions price of fresh tomatoes using time series analysis would also be characterized.
Detecting sources of price fluctuations is one of the most important subjects in agricultural economics. In the thirties, the observation of regularly recurring cycles in the production and prices of particular commodities gave birth to the cobweb model (Ezekiel, 1938) . This model describes price fluctuations in a single market for a commodity that takes one unit of time to produce. these expectations. When both the demand and the supply curves are linear, then only three types of price dynamics can occur:
(i) Convergence to a stable equilibrium (convergent fluctuation),
(ii) Convergence to a period-2 cycle, the so-called 'hog-cycle' (continuous fluctuation) or
(iii) Exploding oscillations (divergent fluctuation).
The cobweb model has been studied in many ways since Ezekiel (1938) developed it to explain the corn-hogs cycle that had been observed in the United States, The cobweb model has difficulty in explaining the irregular fluctuations observed in the actual data. Thus, explaining variations in production requires including uncertain or stochastic factors like good or bad weather or complicated factors like multi-period production lags.
The recent literature, which takes account of developments in nonlinear economic dynamics, demonstrates that the cobweb model can generate irregular fluctuations of price or output if the demand curve and/or the supply curve have strong nonlinearities (Hommes, 1994) . These findings indicate that irregular fluctuations may arise from the intrinsic working of pure economic factors (i.e., demand and supply) in the deterministic cobweb model (Matsumoto,1998) . Fluctuations are therefore proposed to arise based on the following two main explanations.
The Exogenous Factors Explanation
The exogenous factors (Cafiero & Wright, 2006; Deaton & Laroque, 2003; 1992) such as weather shocks or any other factors outside the economic environment could perturb supply. For example, climatic fluctuations may be responsible of price fluctuations.
Food and Agriculture Organization (2006) reports that Ghana`s reduction in agricultural import tariffs in the year 2000 stimulated an influx of cheap but high quality agricultural commodities into Ghana.
For fresh tomatoes, increased importation of tomato products is believed to be the cause of a sustained erosion of real producer prices, rapid and post-liberalisation price volatility and supply gluts.
The reason attributed to this is that imported tomato paste/ketchup is an excellent substitute for locally produced fresh tomato because of their low price, high shelf life and quality.
The Endogenous Factors Explanation
The endogenous factors explanation is tricky, but more plausible. Expectations of producers about future prices are assumed to be based on observations of previous prices.
According to Ezekiel (1938) , erroneous expectations lead to over-or under-supply since, in both cases, an inelastic demand magnifies imbalances and creates large and detrimental price fluctuations. (Nerlove, 1958) further made the assertion that agents only use recent past data to form their price expectations and make systematic forecast errors, which lead to over or under supply. These errors are what lead to endogenous fluctuations in the cobweb model. Nerlove (1958) states that while assuming that farmers look back at the most recent prices in order to forecast future prices might seem very reasonable, this backward-looking forecasting (which is called adaptive expectations) turns out to be crucial for the model's fluctuations.
When farmers expect high prices to continue, they produce too much and therefore end up with low prices, and vice versa.
According to (Evans & Honkapohja, 2001 ) in regards to adaptive expectations, people form their expectations about what will happen in the future based on what has happened in the past.
Rational expectations is another endogenous factor in economics which states that agents' predictions of the future value of economically relevant variables are not systematically wrong in that all errors are random (Muth ,1961; Sargent & Savin, 1987) . Rational expectations are model-consistent expectations, in that the agents inside the model assume the model's predictions are valid.
This expectation assumes that agents' expectations may be individually wrong, but are correct on average because forecast do not differ systematically from the market equilibrium results and deviations from perfect foresight are only random. In an economic model, this is typically modelled by assuming that the expected value of a variable is equal to the expected value predicted by the model (Muth, 1961; Sargent & Savin, 1987) .
In a model like that of Laroque (1992, 1996) with production engendered by a zero mean stationary process, it is possible to assume that decision makers know the probability distribution of shocks, (and therefore, of prices), conditional to the current volume of the stock (if known at decision time, which is at least discussible).
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The naïve or static expectation on the other hand assumes that the best forecast of future price is current price. This expectation mechanism ignores possible producer knowledge of anticipated supply or demand shifts and their effects on price (Gomez, Love & Burton, 1999) .
Stabilization of Price
Stabilizing fluctuations is another important subject in agricultural economics. In order to regulate prices, to guarantee producers' incomes, and to iron out variations in production, the governments in many economies constantly intervene in agricultural markets in various ways. The intervention takes forms of the minimum and/or maximum price, tariff and quotas, subsidies, and production restriction. In consequence, government stabilization policy greatly affects prices and quantities of agricultural goods produced (Matsumoto, 1998 ) .
Price Stabilization Using Buffer Stock
It is a well-known fact of economic reality that commodity prices are extremely volatile (Deaton & Laroque, 1992) . One of the instruments for price stabilization, which is found frequently in the economic literature, is the so-called buffer stock scheme.
The buffer stock scheme (commonly implemented as intervention storage) is an attempt to use commodity storage for the purposes of stabilizing prices in an entire economy or more commonly, an individual (commodity) market. Specifically, commodities are bought when there is a surplus in the economy, stored, and are then sold from these stores when there are economic shortages in the economy (Morrow, 1980; Edwards & Hallwood, 1980) .
It is assumed that government conducts buffer stock planning program, procurement planning program, inventory management program, market operation planning policy (Bahagia, 2006) and also controls the market and not in competition with any other storage firms.
It is shown that if the storage capacity for the commodity is sufficiently large then there exist a simple stabilization policy, called the 'keep supply at equilibrium (KSE)' policy, such that the equilibrium price is a global attractor for the corresponding closed-loop system.
In addition, it is shown that if the government approximates the equilibrium supply with the average supply, stabilization is guaranteed. We refer to this policy as "keep supply at average (KSA)" ( Athanasiou et al., 2010) .
Method
This section introduces the data sources, discusses the demand and supply functions of price and production respectively and the difference equation that constitutes the cobweb model and then incorporates it with buffer stock for stabilization of price.
Data Sources
This paper uses quarterly recorded secondary data (table 1 and 2) of fresh tomatoes for the analysis. The price the data were obtained from the Ministry of Food and Agriculture Kumasi-Ghana covering the period between 1994 and 2009 while the production data were also obtained from the Ministry of Food and Agriculture Statistical Directorate Accra-Ghana covering the same period. 
The Cobweb Model
The supply and demand functions of prices of fresh tomatoes were obtained based on the following assumptions relative to consecutive time periods: a. The supply in period k (where k=1, 2, 3, …) is a linear function of the price in previous period k-1, with the supply increasing when prices increases.
b. The demand in period k is a linear function of the price in period k, with the demand decreasing when price increases.
c. The market price is determined by the available supply, with the transaction taking place at the price which makes the demand equal to the supply. For k=0, 1, 2, 3, … let S k ={number of units of the commodity supplied in the kth period} D k ={ number of units of the commodity demand in the kth period} P k ={price of a unit of the commodity in the kth period} (Fulford et al, 1997) Given the price-demand and price-supply curves;
where   and  represent the slope and intercept, respectively, for the demand curve, and and  represent the corresponding slope and constants for the supply curve (Ezekiel, 1938; Goldberg, 1986) .
The assumption (c) translates to Dk=Sk and hence obtain the first-order non-homogeneous difference equation from (1) and (2) as
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The solution of first order equation (3) is given as
where A 1, and k=0, 1, 2, …
The homogenous part of the solution is also given by:
By using the lag operator on the relation (3) then
As a constant is not changed by the application of the lag operator, the number '1' can substitute the lag operator in the corresponding term. Thus there can be no delay if we apply the lag operator on a constant (Kirchgässner &Wolters, 2007) .
Let P e denotes the intersection of the deterministic parts of the demand and supply curves or the equilibrium price (point) then; ( ) ( )
where 0
In this case the system is in equilibrium when the price remains constant for all time periods, i.e
Convergence Conditions
If    or    , then the price and quantity will go up and down around the equilibrium price and quantity, and the fluctuating scope will become smaller and smaller, and finally converge to the equilibrium point.
However, if    or    then the price and quantity will go up and down around the equilibrium price and quantity, and the fluctuating scope will become bigger and bigger, and will never converge to the equilibrium point.
Also if    , then price and quantity will go up and down around the equilibrium price and quantity, and the fluctuating scope will remain the same and will never converge to the equilibrium point (Ruize, 2010) .
Model with Buffer Stocks: Naïve Expectation
To make the analysis tractable we assume that the interest rate is zero and that there are no inventory losses. In order to introduce stockpiling into our model we define two variables: Q k-1 is a state variable which denotes the government inventory at period k-1 and 1 k G  a control variable which denotes the quantity of the commodity released to the market by the government at period k. 
At the market clearing condition The solution is then given as
In the absence of government intervention 1 0 k G   the corresponding dynamical system (7) reduces to the standard cobweb model with a piecewise linear supply function (the state variable Q k does not affect the system).
Keep Supply at Average (KSA)
If government fixes supply of fresh tomatoes at the average supply
, stabilization is guaranteed and we refer to this policy as keep supply at average (KSA). In this case the average price is a global attractor for the corresponding closed-loop system and in order to solve the problem we set
where 1 ( ) e k g P  , is the estimated supply at period k and Q m is the storage capacity.
This equation attempts to bring the total quantity of the commodity available in the market at period k given by S k + Gk -1 which is close as possible to the equilibrium supply A k S . According to this policy rule, when the difference between the average supply and available supply is positive then the market runs short of the commodity and the government intervenes by selling a certain quantity of the commodity. Of course the quantity released at period k cannot exceed the quantity stored at period k-1. When the difference between the average (equilibrium) supply and the available supply is negative, then there is abundance of the commodity and the government buys a certain quantity of the commodity (Athanasiou et al., 2008) .
Results and Discussion
The general objective of this study is to investigate the phenomenon of commodity price fluctuations in the context of the cobweb model of mathematical economics.
SPSS was used to model and estimate the model parameters of the first order difference equations of the demand and supply functions of price. The two equations were combined into a single first-order difference equation constituting the cobweb model. An additional component was later introduced into the model as buffer stock.
Minitab and SPSS as software packages were used for the analysis of data and modeling.
Demand Function of Price
The production and price data series were prepared for analysis to derive demand function of price with both data sets at the same level after they have been stationarized at order one and two differencing for price and production data respectively. The two data sets were regressed and we obtained the following results; The demand function of price from the table 3 is given below having checked that parameter estimate is significant.
Supply Function of Price
The supply function of price was also formulated with production data one level lag behind that of price series data. The two data sets were regressed and the following results obtained;
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The two models do not have any constants because they were statistically not significant.
Cobweb Model of Fresh Tomato
At the market clearing condition D k = S k and hence from the equations 9 and 10 we obtain a single first-order difference equation that constitutes cobweb model as; 
Convergence conditions
The slope of demand function of price is smaller than slope of supply function of price, that is A>1 and so the fluctuating scope would become bigger and bigger, and they never converge to the equilibrium point.
Price Stabilization: Keep Supply at Average (KSA)
If government fixes supply of fresh tomato at the average supply of 62 2830.1
, (see Table 4 ) where the average price is GH¢ 13.3897 or GH¢ 13.40. The table displays the results of statistics of the price and production data sets after analysis.
Then at market clearing condition with buffer stock
g P  being the estimated supply at period k. Therefore
This equation is used to test KSA policy price as follows using supply values from 18.09 P   The same procedure is used to obtain the other KSA values as shown below in the table 6. The negative prices obtained in the table 6 are an indication that government always has to buy stocks from the market. The table contains values of the KSA, the production and price (actual) data sets as entered in the SPSS worksheet before the differencing and then the predicted values of supply used to obtain the KSA values.
Price Stability Check
It is clear that buffer system is more stable than non-buffer system (see figs. 1 and 2 below). The stability is also confirmed by the (table 6 below).
However, over a long term buffer system will not work properly unless the average supply or the equilibrium supply is reviewed. The table displays the results of statistics of the KSA price (at 16 quarters), actual price and entire KSA price data sets after analysis to compute the standard deviation and their means.
Conclusion
The analysis detects that the slope of demand function of price is smaller than slope of supply function of price which means that demand for fresh tomatoes is elastic to the price of the commodity. In this condition is possible for producers to make expectations error. The model performed on the assumptions that fresh tomatoes have no equal substitutes, and that there is no foreign competition and also no exogenous shocks needed to generate price fluctuations.
Keep supply average (KSA) buffer scheme was used to achieve price and quantity stability in the short run. In this buffer stock system the government fixes with the average supply and price stability guaranteed at GH¢17.31, very close to actual price mean of Gh¢ 13.40 in the first 16 quarters. The standard deviation of KSA price data also dropped to 1.2 from 9.13 during price stabilization compared to 14.60 of the actual price data.
In the long run KSA price went up to Gh¢ 18.22, an increase of Gh¢ 0.91 and it is clear that over a long term, buffer system will not work properly unless the average supply is reviewed (see Table 7 ). Therefore regular adjustment of the average supply is required especially after 16 th quarter (shown in fig. 1 ) in order for the system to be stable and work efficiently.
The KSA trend equation Yt = 16.6412 + 0.0501450*t, show slow upward movement which indicates that with the implementation of the buffer scheme, the average quarterly price of fresh tomatoes increases by only 0.05 compared to the quadratic trend of the actual price (figure 2).
It is recommended that linear cobweb model could be used for the assessment of impact of policy decisions such as price stabilization programs.
From the point of view of food security objectives, buffer stocks model (equation 12) provides price stabilization and benefits producers and consumers alike, and increases efficiency. Stakeholders could process the surplus fresh tomatoes and use this model to check the price if they decide to revamp the collapsed tomato processing industry.
